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Abstract
The porverful standard representation for uncertainty descriptions in a basic perturbation model based on a standard plant
representation can be used to attain necessary and sufficient
conditions for stability robustness within variotts uncertainty descriptions. In this paper these results are employed to formulate necessary and sufficient conditious for stability robustness of
several uncertainty sets based on unstructured additive coprime
factor uncertainty, gap-metric uncertainty as rvell as the recently
introduced r\-gap uncertainty.

1 fntroduction
In a

model-based control design paradigrn,

the design

is

approdmative model P of a plant to
be controiled. An apparently successful control design leads
to a controller C, having some desired closed loop properties
for the feedback controlled model P, but due t^o the mismatch
betrveen the actual plant P, and the model P, a verification
based on a (necessarily)

of these desired closed loop properties is preferred before implementing the controller C on the actual plant P". In this
paper the discussion is directed towards the verification of
one of the most irnportant closed loop properties: stability.
To evaluate stability when the controller C is being applied to the plant P,, a characterization of the mismatch betrveen the plant P, and the model P is indispensa"ble. Since
the real plant P" is unknoun, the discrepancy in general is
characterized by a so called uncertainty set, denoted lvith P.
Typicalty an uncertainty set P is defined by the (nominal)
model P, rvhich is fouud by physical modelling or identification techniques, and some bounded 'area' around it [ ]. The
uncertainty set P itself reflects all possible perturbations of
the (nominal) model P that may occur.
By defining the uncertainty set in such a way that at least
the plant Po e P, stability robustness resuits for the set P
will reflect sufficient conditions under r*'hich the plant P" rviil
be stabilized by C, see [ ] or [5]. In this perspective, special
attention rvill be given in this paper to an uncertainty set
Psp rvhich is characterized by additive perturbations on a
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coprime factor description of the nonrinal model P. The specific application of such an uncertainty set description will be
motivated by the favourable properties it has over a standard
additive or multiplicative uncerta"inty set description.
Using the simple and powerful stability robustness results
for a basic perturbation model in a standard plant configuration, [4, 5, 16], several different uncertainty sets employing rveighted and unstructured additive perturbations on a
coprime factorization, gap-metic based uncertainty sets and
the recently introcluced A-gap uncertainty sets wiil be shorvn
to be closely relatecl to each other. The contribution of this
paper is in the unifled treatment of these different uncertainty sets. While siability robustness results for uncertainty
sets using additive perturbations on normalized (1eft) coprime factorizations [11] and gap-metric based uncertainty
sets [10] have separately been derived before, this paper amp1ifies their relation, as rvell as the extension to a less conservative A-gap uncertainty set description [1, 2].
The outline of this paper rvill be a.s foliows. In Section 2
some preliminary notations and deflnitions will be given,
rvhile in Section 3 the basic stabilitl' robustness result using a perturbation model based on a standard plant clescription [4, 6, 16] rvill be summarized. This perturbation model
gives rise to an unified approach to handie stability robustness for va.rious nncertainty descriptions, including additive
rveighted perturbations on a coprime factorization. Section
4 contains the results of applying this unified approach to
additive uncertainty descriptions on fractional modei representations and favourable properties are illuminzrted. The
link lvith gap and A-gap based stabilit,y robustness results is
discussed in sections 5 and 6, the latter one being less conservative than the former one, as shorvn in section 7. The
paper ends with some concluding remarks.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, the feedbnck configuration of a plant
P and a controller C is denoted by T(P,C) and defined by
the feedback connection structure depicted in Figure 1.
A plant P and a controller C are assumed to be given
by real rational trans{er function matrices, and it rvill be
assumed that the feedback connection is well-posed, i.e. that
det[/ + CP1 # 0. Then the feedback system T(P,C) is

Definition 2.2 18]i Consider two plants Py,P2 with a rncf
(Nr,Dr), (Nr,Dr) respectiuely. Then the gap between P1
and P2 is erpressed by

6(P1, P2)
i1Pr,

Pig.
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3 Stability robustness in standard form

defined to be internally stable if the mapping from col(r2, 11 )
to col(u.,u) is BIBO stable, i.e. if the corresponding tra,nsfer
function is in IRtl*, where IRll- denotes the Hardy space
of real rational transler function matrices with bounded tl*-

nolm

P,1

:: -o*{d(P1, P ),i(P

sup d{G(e'-)}
llcll-:: o€[0.r)

(i)

rvith d the maximum singular value. Furthermore, the dynanics of the closed loop system fe,C)'rviIl also be described by the mapping from col(r2,r1) to col(g,u) rvhich is
given by the transfer lunction matrix T(P,C):

r(P,c),: I| ',PlI lt +cP)-t lc r )
Lr I

(2)

For analyzing the stability robustness of several uncertainty
sets based on fractional model representa.tions, standard results on stability robustness for a rather general interconnection structure as depicted in Figure 2(a) wiil be employed.
Here tlre mismatch betlveen P a:od P", a.n uncertainty on P
or a perturbation of P" has been isolated and represented in
the A-block using the artificial signals d and z [4, 16].
The internal stability of the feedback system of Figure 2(a)
is reflected by the map horc;, col(r2,r1) onto col(z",2). For
notational convenience, this map w-i11 be represented by ihe
basic perturbation model given in Figure 2(b), to which standard stability robustness results will be applied. This basic
perturbation model is denoted by the upper linear fractional
rvhere

Using the theory of fractionai representations, as e.g. presented in [20], a plant P is expressed as a ratio of two stable transfer function matrices N and D. For two transfer
functions ly',D € IRll*, the pair (Ir',D) is called right coprime over IRtl- if there exist X,y € IRll- such that
XN +1'D: 1. The pair (N,D) is a right coprime factorization (rcf ) of P if (N, D) is right coprime and P : N D-l
A righi coprirne factorization (N, D) is called normalized
(nrcJ) it it satisfies N.N + D'D :1, rvirere * denotes compiex conjugate transpose. For (normalized) left coprime factorizations (/c/) dual definitions exist. With respect to internal stability of the feedback system f e,C) as nentioned
above, the following lemma will be used.

l,t,Lll - tulsLl-ttulp,
Mn lvlnl ,s
I
'
:
"
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transformation f(lvI

,L) ::

M2" +

dance rvith Figure 2(b).
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Lemma 2.7 Let P

rcf (N, D)

haue a

an'd let

(n)
]}

C haue alcl

@,,, N,,) Then the following statements t'or internal stability
of the feedback sgstemfe,C) are equiualent.

i.

The feedback systemf

e,C)

giuen in Figure 1 is inter'

z

nally stable.

ii. T'(P,C) e IRtl-, withT(P,C)

iii. ;\-I € IRtl- , with A ,:

D, D

+

defined in (2).
/V"N

Proof: i <+ i'i: Follorvs directly Irom (2),

(b)
and its direct rela-

tion rvith tlre trairsfer function from col(r2,r1) to col(u.,u).
tr
i <+ iii: See [20], l2l or [17].
Fractional representations ]rave a close relation lvith approximation in the graph topology. The graph topology is
tlie rveakest topologyl in which a variation of the elements
of a stable feedback configuration around their nominal values: preser\ies stability of that closed loop system [21]. The
graph topology is known to be induced by several metrics,
as e.g. the graph metric introduced in ll9] or the gap metric
introduced in [23], being expressed in the foilowing rvay.
lGivcn trvo topologies Oy and 02, Or is said to be weakcr than

if 01 is a subcollectiou of

C?2. sce

also [21]
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2: (a) Feedback

connection structure of a (perturbed)
plant P, and the controiler C. (b) Basic perturbation
model f(M, A).

The elements of the transfer function &1 in FigLrre 2(b)
can be expressed in terms of the model P and the controller
C. If the controller C internally stabilizes P, the transfer
function &1 is BIBO stable and the small gain theorem can
be applied to characterize stability results for the connection
structure of Figure 2(b). This result is summarized in the
following lemma.

3.\ Let the stable transJer t'unctions M,
construct a Jeedback connection f (M,L). Then

Lemma

L

e IF"'11*

(a) a sufficient condition for BIBO stability

of

f(M,L)

is

giuen by

(3)
llMlrall- < I
that for all L with llAll- < 1 the transfer func-

(b) proaided
tion M21LII

-

M1n\l-t

M12 does

not erhibit

unstable

pole/zero cancellations2, f (M,L) is BIBO stable Jor all
L with llAll- < 1 if and only if
ll&1,,11-

<'v-'

where 7p, [,,r and I4l are stable, the basic perturbation structure of the uncertainty sel Pgp can be written into a form
that corresponds to Figure 2(b). A sufficient condition for
the transfer function ful to be stable is that C internally stabilizes P andVp, Ty and I,l/ are also stably invertible. The

map M11 is given by
o
Mtt: -W-llD+cil-r
,rr tr,r allvo'
-rL o Vi,]

(4)

rvhich proves the result by application of Lemma

Proof: Since M € IR17-, and thus fu[1, Mp, Mzt, Mzz €
IRTI*, the smail gain theorem [22] directly leads to resuli (a).
Additionally also necessary conditions can be formulated on
tlre stability of lI - MsLl-l for all A with llAjl* < 7. Provided that unstable poles of II - MiL)-1 are not cancelled
in M, this leads to the necessary condition of (4). For a
u
complete proof see [11], [13] or [20].

4 Stability

robustness for uncertainty
descriptions based on fractional model
representations

The resuit of Section 3 on stability robustness can be applied
to l,arious 11o-norm bounded uncertainty sets by rewriting
the uncertainty description into the b;rsic perturbation model
f UV,L). In this section this is done for uncertainty sets
basecl on coprime factor uncertainties.
A crucial aspect in the result of Lemma, 3.1 is the assurnption that A e IRll*. In case of an additive or multiplicative
uncertainty set in the basic perturbation modeI, this assumption implies the condition that the locations of all unstable
poles of the plant P, are ;rssumed to be fixed. Additive perturbations on coprime factorizations are more flexible and
allorv cha"nges in both the number and the locations of poles

and zeros anyrvhere in 0 [3]. lv{oreovcr, fractional representations have a close rela.tion rvith approximation in the graph
topology. Firstly, an uncertainty set b:rsed on additive perturb:r"tions on :r" coprime factorization rviII be discussed.

Corollary 4.7 Consider a plant P uith rcf (/{, 01, ttoUilized bg a giuen controller C, and consider the uncertainty
set

,u,

3.1.

tr

Corollary 4.1 can alternativeiy be proven by employing

stability results directly in terms of coprime factor representations of plant and controller. Here we have stressed the
fact that the corrsidered uncertainty set allows a description
in terms of a standard perturbation model as depicted in

Figure 2.
In the next section it rvill be shorvn how these results can
be exploited to derive stability robustness conditions for gapmetric uncertainty sets as rvell :r.s for uncertainty sets based
on further generalizations of the gap-metric. To this end, the
result on the equivalence between several formulations of the
same uncertainty sets will be presented first.

Proposition 4,2 The set Psp(N,D,Vp,Vp,W,1) as defned in Corollarg 1.1 can alternatiuelg be written in the following equiualent forms

(a)

Ps

:

:
{P I P = (Nw + ytlAN)(rW + V;L AD)-L

p(N, b,V*,Vo,t4/,-y)

, ilt^,
'"o llL a'

(b) PcF(N, b,V*,Vo,W,t)

Ill

'ltt*

<7)

:

{P l P : N"D,,, (N., r,,) a nrcf and
I Q e IRft= such that

llt';

;"1

0)

ll;l; t;:l'l1--,,

(8)

Proof: Part (a) follows by simple calculation. The proof of

{p l p

:

],] lil

]

pco(fr , D,vp,vp,w,t)
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,',0

llI

:

[lr + ary][o

,ull-

.,i

l

Arl-,

Jor stable and stably inaertible filters Vp,Vy,W. Then the
T(P,C) is internally stable for all P € Pcr
if and only if

feedback system

llr-',,

+
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I
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5 Stability robustness

Proof: Defining

^ ':

[

"; ].] I il ] ,, ,,.r, that llAll- < 7,

based on distance
measures

(s)

2This additional condition which is often discarded in literaturecxcltrdcs trivial situatiorrs m e.g. M21 = 0 or Mn = 0. It can be showl
to be satisfied for the cornmon uncertaiuty classes based on additive.
tuultiplicative or copriure factor uncertailty.

part (b) is more involr'ed and is based on the fact that any
right, but not necessarily coprime, fractiona.l representation
(:\ , D) can be written zLs a right fractional representation
6',"Q,D,,Q) rvith Q € IRll- and (Ar,., D,,) a nrcf . In this
lray the right, but not necessarily coprime, fractional representation of P in (7) can be written as (lVW + y;lAil) :
r\,Q and lDlV +V;'Lo) : D,,Q rvith (JV,,, D,,) a nrcf and
Q € IRft-. it follorvs then that Ar,, : I4u[/{,,Q - lWf] ana
Lo : VolD*Q - bq lvhich proves the result. Note that
tr
the factor Q cancels in the representation of P.

In this section stability robustness results for gap-metric uncertainty sets are formulated. The main result of this section
is not nerv, but already proven separately in [10]. The close
relation of the stability robustness result here with the formulation in the previous section concerning general coprime

fa.ctor uncertainty sets will be iUuminated. This relation will
be employed in the next section to formulate similar results
for uncerta.inty sets based on the so-calied A-gap, as recently

introduced in

[i] and [2].

sitivity integr:r.I, showing that stability robustness can only
be achieved for sets with 7 < 1.
Finally it should be noted that the ga.p and graph metric

The follorving uncertainty sets are being considered

Pr@,t)
Ps(P,t)

::
,:

{P l6-(P,P) < 7}
{P I 6(P,P) < 7},

for which the following relation with the coprime factor uncertainty sets can be shown, as presented before.

Lemma 5.7 Let a plant P and a controller C

(a)

Then

p(N, D,V1,r,Vp,W,l)

:

6 Stability rotrustness in the A-gap
The results obtained in the previous section for gap-based
stability robustness can be further extended for uncertainty
sets based on the recently introduced A-gap, [1, 2]. This A-

gap is a distance measure th:Lt adds an additional frequency
rveighting in the expression that is utilized in the gap-rnetric,
rvhile the frequency w'eighting is controller-dependent.

r@,i
(b) For 1 < r, P6(P,t) : Pd@,i.
P6

are induced by the same topology and are uniformly equivalent [8]. Therefore stability robustness in the graph metric
yields a. similar result as mentioned in Corollary 5.2 and their
interrelation is discussed in [14].

constitute an

internally stable feedback systemTe,C). Cons'ider the uncertainty set Psp(N^,D,Vy,Vp,W,1) under the additional
conditions that (N , D) is a nrcf of P, and Vo : I, Vr : I ,

andW: I.

that tlie stabiiity robustness results in the standard form can
simply be exploited, as formulated in section Section 3. Restricting attention to the situation that 7 < 1 is natural, zrs
ll7(P, C)ll- > lltr+ CPI-'ll* > 1, according to Bode's sen-

P

Proof: Part (a).

According to Proposition 4.2(b) and taking into account the specific choice of rveighting functions in
the lemma, it foilows that

vn,vn,w,i :
'',
"(fr,D,
{PlP--N,,D; (N., D,,) a nrcf and

Definition 6.1 Let two plants P1, P2 ha,ue nrcf 's (N1 ,D1),
(Nz, Dz) respectiuely. Let C be a controller withhcf. (D., N.)
such that T(P;,C) is internally stable. Then the .l\-gap betueen the plants Py, P2 ts def.ned to be expressed by

i^tn,ps: inr ll["'
O.lRll* llL N' ln-'- [i;

Pc

such that

Q ._tr'H*

(//, D)

it

is straightforward

Part (b). This is proven in [10]. The restriction to 7 ( 1
is caused by the fact that these sets rvith 7 ) 1 can not !e
n
stabilized by a single controller.
Lemma 5.1 relates the set defined by a gap metric bound

ri'ith the set of coprime factor perturbations by

a. special
clroice of the weigllting functions Vo,^Vy , i4l and the coprime
factoriza.tion (1i, r) of the model P. T1iis gives rise to an
unified approach to handle sets of plants that are bounded
by a gap metric, and the stability robustness result for these
sets follorvs now directly from Corollary 4.1.

Corollary 5.2 Consider the situation of Lemma 5.1 uith
1 < 1. Then for each oJ the three sets of plants P6p, P;
and Ps, fe,C) is internally stable for all P € P if and,
only

if

llT(P,ql*

<

{1.

(e)

Proof: The proof follows simply by substituting the specific
weightings in the result of Corollary 4.1, employing the fact
that premultiplication of the expression rvithin the norn by
lN' b'1' leaves the norm invariant, due to the normalization of the

rcf.

Note that the result of Coroliary 5.2 is not new.

]

ull-

uith ty: ID.D, + AtNr].

lll;l-lfil'll- <7)

is chosen to be a nrcf of P
to ver.ify thal P6 p : l> r.

Since

=

!

It rvas

shown already in [10], where a complete proof of the stability

robustness result is given. Similar results on the interrelation betrveen uncertainty sets based on distance measures
and based on additive perturbations on coprime factor descriptions can also be found in [18]. It has been shorvn here

The difference betrveen i1er,fr1 and 5-1(Pr,P2) is the
additional shaping of the nrcf of P1 rvith A-1 into a rcl
(N,D) In this rvay -ty :: D.D+fr.N : 1, with,[r : NrA-1,
D : Dtl\-l , rvhich is used to consider the closed loop operation of P1 induced by the controller C being ernployed.
This makes the distance between Pi and P2 dependent on
tlte nrcf of the controller C. Note that the distance measure
6^(Pr, P2) is not a metric since 6^(Pt,P2) * 5ilPr,P1) due
to the influence of the controller C [2].
Accordingly, an uncertainty set based on A-gap uncertainty can be defined

as:

Pt(P,^i,: {P I dn(P,p) < r}.
This uncertainty set can also be shown to be equivalent to
an uncertainty set of coprirrre factor uncertainties, provided
appropriaie weighting functions are chosen.

Lemma

6_.2

Let a plant P and a controller C with

a

lrcf^(D., N") constitute an internal^ly sto"ble Jeedback system
f e,C). Consider the set Pce(N,D,Vn,Vo,W,1) under
the additional conditions that (N, D1 tt o mcf of P, and

Vo

: I,

Vn

: I, andlV : lt-r

with.

L: lD"b +//"/t].

Then

(a) Psp(N, D,Vy,Vp,W,t)
(b)

f e,C)
ift<7.

:

P

r.,(P,t)

;

is internally stable for all P € P6p if and only

Proof: The proof of (a) is straightforward, along the same
lines as the proof of Lemma" 5.1(a). Result (b) then loilorvs
directly from Corollary 4.1, emptoying the fact that A[D *
CN]-1[1 C): LD. N.] ha"i"g an co-norm of 1 due to the
fact that it is a normalized left coprime factorization. a

As said before, in case of the A-gap, the uncertainty set
defiued accordingly considers perturbations of the nominal
plant P that are controller dependent.
The introduction of weightings in the gap metric has also
been studied in [7], [9] or [15]. In l7]^a multiplicative uncertainty description on the nrcf 1lf , A; of the model P is
being used, leading to an uncertainty structure A having a
diagonal form. Due to the diagonal form only necessary and
sufficient conditions based on the structured singular value
7r{.} can be obtained. The weightings in the weighted gap
of [9] have to be defined a posteriori rvhich makes the choice
of the weighting functions, to access robustness issues on the
basis of a weighted gap, not a trivial task. Information on
the size of the coprime factor perturbations can be used in
the rveighted pointwise gap metric defined in [15], but still
an efficient computa.tional method for pointwise gap metric
is not a.vailable yet. The A-gap can simply be calculated.
Controller synthesis in the A-gap however is more complicated and is a problem that is not solved yet.

7

All stability robustness results in this paper reflect necessary
and sufficient conditions of an uncertainty set to be stabiiized
by a single controller. As such no conservatism is introduced
in the test for checking stability robustness itself. However,
for :r single given controller, different of such uncertainty sets
conta.in a different portion of the set of all systems that is
stabilized by the controller. In this perspective the concept
of conservatism is an intrinsic property of the uncertainty
set being used. As a result an uncertainty set will be called
nore conservative than another if one controller stabilizes
both sets, ivhile the former set is contained in the latter.

Theorem 7.1 ([1]) Consider a plant P and a stabilizing
controller C uith lrcf (D", N.). Consider the t'ollowing two
uncertainty sets resulting Jrom the stability robustness results
the prettious sections:

in

c) ,:
::

s,,(p,

{t-t ps(P,b), 6

{u P;,(P,c),

< llT(p, c)ll_{}
< 1}

Sr-,(P,C).

Proof: The follorving implication rvill
P e s,'(P, C)

+

(10)

l?,,
,v,,
L

C).

(1i)

1-[n'
ull*
L; I
= nr6;r*
I

.1

(12)

This implies that

l;:
As ll"(P,

] ti ]r,- ,^-',= #;;h
<

C)ll-

(i3)

: llA-'ll*, this implies that

l;: l-lDl'il-

.

llA-1ll- <

r

result.

(1s)
C

Tire gap-metric uncertainty set can exhibit severe conservatism, as very well illustrated in e.g. [12j. As the gapmetric does not take into account the closed loop operation
of the piant P in the set, induced by the controller C being
used, this conservatism can intuitively be understood. The
above result shows that in almost all cases the A-gap uncertainty set is less conservative; the proof of the above Theorem
shows that the two sets in (10) are equal only in the situation
that A : a7, with o € IR and V a unitary matrix. In all
other cases, the A-gap set is strictly less conservative. The
controller-relevant rveighting within the A-gap is the basic
reason for this.

The powerful standard representation for uncertainty descriptions in a basic perturbation model based on a standard
plant configuration can be used to attain necessary and sufficient conditions for stability robustness within va.rious uncertainty descriptions. In this paper these results are applied
to uncertainty descriptions based on fractional model representations, leading to necessary and sufficient conditions for
stability robustness in case of additive coprime factor uncertainties.
In this way ;r, unified appro.rch to handle additive coprime
factor perturbations can be derived rvhich yields a manageable and comprehensive way to reiate gap and A-gap based
uncertainty sets to (rveighted) additive coprime factor perturbations. Based on this framework necessary and sufficient
conditions for gap and A-gap based uncertainty sets are presented and it is shorvn that in terms of stability robustness,
the A-gap uncertainty set is less conservative than the gap
uncertainty set.
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As P e S6(P,C) there erists a D e IRI{-, such that
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